
Datto Cloud 
Continuity for PCs 

Eliminate data loss and help get your employees back up and running quickly with Datto

Cloud Continuity for PCs. This reliable, image-based, all-in-one BCDR solution provides 
cloud backup, screenshot verification, restore and virtualisation of the entire PC, 
including files and data stored locally. In the event of a lost or stolen PC, ransomware 
attack, or other disaster, WE can quickly and easily get you up and running, exactly as
before the incident.

All-in-One BCDR for PCs
Whether it’s because of a ransomware attack, lost or stolen 
device, or accidental deletion of a file, we can confidently offer 

a solution not only for the protection of endpoint business data 
on yourr Windows 7 and Windows 10 devices, but also for a 
streamlined recovery of the entire device configuration, setup 
and applications, including advanced PC virtualisation.

• Recover individual files and folders

• Rollback from ransomware attacks

• Restore lost or stolen PCs

• Virtualise PCs in the Datto Cloud

Reliable PC Backups
PCs move between networks or get powered off, making it 
difficult to get reliable backups. Datto Cloud Continuity for PCs 
backup automatically pauses when the device has its connection 
interrupted and then automatically resumes once the connection 
is restored. Screenshot Verification validates every backup 
and provides an alert if there are any issues—taking out the 
guesswork and ensuring reliable backups and recovery.

Simple Deployment and Management
The Datto Cloud Continuity agent sits on the protected PC and 
connects directly to the Datto Cloud without the need for a local 
appliance. We can easily manage and monitor Cloud Continuity 
for PCs and remotely virtualise PCs, perform file restores, pause 

and delete agents, and view the most recent screenshots. 

One Price, One Terabyte, Zero 
Complications
For one simple price it protects the primary OS volume of an 
endpoint device up to 1 TB in size. No storage management is 
required, there are no surprise virtualisation or recovery charges, 
and backups are available with 1-year time-based retention (TBR) 
in the Datto Cloud.



Protect Business Data No Matter 
Where It Lives
Datto Cloud Continuity for PCs is part of Datto’s entire Unified 
Continuity product line, which includes complete protection for 
servers and SaaS data. With Datto Cloud Continuity, we now have 

a powerful way to protect a broad range of PCs no matter where 
they operate from, delivering the highest levels of business 
uptime.

Datto Cloud Continuity for PCs

Key Features 

• Image-based Cloud BCDR

• Automatic backup pause
and resume

• Screenshot Verification

• Cloud Virtualisation

• File Restore

• Bare Metal Restore (BMR)

• Point-in-time Rollback
(Rapid Rollback)

• No additional appliance required

• No storage management required

• One price, no additional fees

Operating System 
and Hardware 
Compatibility

• Supports Windows 10 (64-bit)
and Windows 7 (64-bit)

• Requires 1 GB of free RAM
on protected device

• Protects the primary OS volume
(single-volume) up to 1 TB in size


